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We prove that a k-connected graph (k 2 2) is Hamiltonian if it is not contractible to one of a
specified collection of graphs of order 2k + 1. The theorem generalizes a previous result of the
authors. The proof partly parallels that of the following, less general, result of Chvhtal and
Erdiis: A k-connected graph containing 1;10independent set of more than k points (k 3 2) is
Hamiltonian (*). Also stated in terms of contractibility are sufficient conditions for graphs to be
traceable, Hamiltonian connected or 1-Hamiltonian, respectiveiy. Conditions analogous to (4:)
guaranteeing the same properties were found by ChvStal and Erdliis and by Lesniak. For
traceable and l-Hamilton&
graphs th.: contraction theore,ms sharpen the corresponding
analogues of (*), while equivalence is conjeczed
for Hamiltonian connected graphs.

0.

Our basic terminology will be that of Harary’s book [5]. We shall need a
number of addit.ional definitions.
(1) If a graph H is a subgraph of a graph G, then G -H is defined to be the
subgraph of G induced by the points of V(G)- V(K).
(2) By GI 6 G2 we denote the irct &at G1 is a spanning subgraph of G,.
(3) A421r.+l
is the graph obtained from a wheel on 2k spokes by deleting a set of
k spokes incident to k mutually nonadjacent points.
(4) The 2k + 1 points of the path P2k+l can be partitioned into two independent
sets V, a.nd V, with 1V,( = k + 1 and 1V2/ = k. By R2Fr+2we denote the graph
obtained Erom KI + P2k+l by deleting all tines that connect
by deleting the line
the graph S2k+2 is obtained from K1 f&,,,
and V2.
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In [I6j, the authors proved
A [6, Theorem

21. Eue~y non-Hart i!&iare

2-connected

graph can be

contrLrcted to M5 or to K2 + I&.
Adopting the idea of proof of a theorem 1:)’ Chv5tal and Ed& j[2] led to the
foliowing result, generalizing both the latter tltl :orem (stated as Corollary 1.1) and
Theorem A.
’ If’ G is not contractible to a
Let G be a k-connected graph ( 3 23).
grnpl1 H E Rk, where Ak = ( H 1Mylk+ls H s 1: -F&+,}, then G is Ham.Itonian.
I By contraposition. Let C be a cycle 0 maximal length in a k-connected
non -l-l
1 lamiltonian graph G and fix an 0rientat.c 1 for C. Since G is k-connected,
C
has ltngth at least k and a point USE V(G - C) is joined to at least k points
P 13 vz, . . . , vk of c’ (indices according
to the . ‘1c.er of occurrence on C) by paths
pk that have only u0 iI, common The paths Pi are regarded to be
P&,...,
oriented from u. to vi. Let Ui be the point i nmtdiately following q on C, i =
1,2,. . . ) k, and let K dent\ c the subgraph in Lced by the points of

6 v(Pi) U V(C)*

r=l

Before describing the prccess of contractiny G to an element of A: we prove
I=(u,,, u,, . . . , uk} is an independent Set d points. Assumirg the ad j acency
of Us, and Ui for some i E (1,2, . . . , k}, the cyi Ic: UoU,C’UiFiUo contains u0 and all
points of C. contradicting the maximality 01 C._ 4%
(i,_ i~(l,
2, . . . 1 k}, i<jj
cannol be a line of G either, since in thae case OFjll,CUiUjCtliFiU()
WOUld be a cycle
longer than C. By the same reasoning
t:vo psi\ t:; of I cannot be joined by a path
exclusively consisting o-Fpoints outside K (excs :pt for the endpoints).
Let m be the number of components of 4 - K. If m >O, the first step is
cont‘ractkg the5.e components to single :)oints k’ 1. w2, . . . , M’,. Since G k (at least)
Z-connected, ehch point of W = {w,, w !, . . . , b ,} has degree 32 in the resulting
k;o point of W cari1be adjacent in L I J two points of I, ctherwise in the
graph there wolnld exist a patl-, outsid K joining two pcints of I. Thus
each point of
’ can be 1:ont:racted to a point cl K riot in I. In the resu’iting graph
I is still an independent set.
As a second step, all points of the pa :h
e:~3:pt U0 are contracted to Ui, using
ain, no two pot ts of I become ad
oints of C : ing between 4 an
lo k ) are contracted to u, , 1 for i = I, 2, . . , k. HII t
hat

Cm~tractiort t&t cwtns in Havniltoniarz graplt bbtecry

remained

an inde endent set, so that
k+l isas

Clearly, for k = 2 we have Theorem

[2, Theorem
miltonian.

The proof is completed
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by

A.

I]. If G is a k-connected graph (k > 2) QR,Jo,(G) < k,

Let G be a k-connected non-Hamiltonian graph, SC that G is contractible
to a graph KI E Ak. Carrying out an elementary contraction does not increase the
point independence number PO. Thus P,(G) ia PO(H) = IC+ 1> k. El
.

Theorem 1 is also more p,eneral than the following result of Goodman
l-Iedetniemi.

and

1.2 [4, Theorem 41. If a 2-connected graph G contains no induced
or0
subgraph isomorphic to either K1,3 or K1,3+ x, then G is Hmniltonian.
If a graph G is contractible to a graph H that contains Kls3 or &+x
as
an induced subgraph, then G itself contains K1,3 or K 1,3+ x as an induced
subgraph. This is easily seen using induction on the number of points of G [Sl”.
Since any 2-cor.nected non-Hamiltonian
graph is contractib!e to an element of A z
*by Theorem 1, the result follows from the fact that both gimaphs in A2 contain an
induced K,,3. L7
.

As an example, the graph K+, -x is 3-connected, not contractible to a graph in
A, and thus Harniltonian by Theorem 1. This co,lclusion can neither be drawn
from Theorem t1 nor from one of the Corollaries 1.1 and 1.2.
No graph in Ak is l-tough, i.e. for each HE & there exists a set S c V(s) such
that k(H - S) > IS\. Demanding l-toughness, Bigallce and Jung recently praved
another generalisation of Corollary 1. I.
core

[ 1, Sate 31. Let G be a l-tough, k-connected
Petersen grnph and /3,(G) c k + 1, then G is Hamiltonian.

addi%r, of a 111

graph. If G is sot the
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non-fiamiltoniar~
gwph is contractible to
S RFS & + Ed+,})“. Suppose, ho
(=wl&k+l
sidering k = .3, every 3-connected non-

II 1f1

L

g

rq?h

is1 { E -‘Lk.1K(H) = k}
were true. ‘Aen!, con-

lvould be contractible
to a graph PIa K&, and hence:, carrying out o C:aiklitiona! elementary contracplanar
tion, to a ,vaph M/I IS,,,. Since there exisl 3-o ~~:cted non-Hamiltonian
graphs, this would yield a contradiction with the1 F:tct that no planar graph contains
mentioned above
a subgraph contractible to K,.:,. This proves tha the prop&&n
is not true for arbitrary k.

B J applying basically the same line of thougIl 3s used in the proof of Theorem
I:an be derived conce:~:ning
other
1 contraction tileorems analogous to Theorem
Hamiltonlike properties. Traceability (possessi I! of a Hamiltoniail path) is one
such property. Henceforth omitting proofs, we h ave
mmrn 2, Let G be a k-connected
graph H E Elk, where Bk ={H ’ R,,,,~

graph (k = I). rf G is not contruztibl,e to a
h-lG&
- ]E&}, then G is traceable.

Note that B1 consists of KI ,3 only.
q

2 [2, Theorem

21, 1; G is a k-con? :(*bed graph (k 2 1) aped PO(G)<

k + 1, therz G is traceable.

The graph G,[,, depicted in Fig. ;, dces not si;. i:fy the condition of Corollary 2:
.? = &,K;,,! > KM&) + 1 = 2. Hcwever, it is not cc>lIra&ible to MIs3,hence traceable
by Theorem 2.

Fig. 1.

A graph G

is called

icirzconnected i t very pair of points is connecte

an path. By considt :ring two adji x :
lian connected grrph with mar’ :
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~~~ni~acti(~~~theorems in

en

there are two points

a

of which results in a
n points of one
niltonian path.
Hence the only Hamiltonian connected graph of conrmectivity two is the complete
graph K3. This is why in deriving a contraction theorem for Hamiltonian connected graphs analogous to Theorems 1 and 2 we restrict ourselves to the class of
3-connected graphs.
u

u in G the removal

3. Let G: be a k-connected

grapih (k 2~3). If G is not contractible to a
E Ilk, whue Dk = {H 1S 2k s H 6 K,, + &),
their @ is Hamilton&an connet ted.
0‘01 3 [2, Theorem 33. If G is a k-connected
k - 1. then G is Hlzrrziltonian connected.

graph (k 2 3) and &(G

js

So far no k-connected graph has been found that satisfies the condition of
Theorem 3 but not that of Corollary 3, for any k 2 3. It is conjectured here, that
Theorem 3 and Corollary 3 are equivalent.
A k-connected
Sk-1
(ka3).

Without proof we mention

graph G is not contractible to a graph H E I& if and

that Conjecture

1 is true for k = 3.

if the deletion of any t points of G, where
A graph G is s -Hamiltonian (s ‘0)
H
0 6 t s s, results in a Hamiltonian graph. We shall state a contraction theorem for
I-Hamiltonian
graphs. The removal of an arbitrary point of a 1-Hamiltonian
graph results in a Hamiltonian, hence 2-connected graph, so that a 1-Hamiltonian
graph is necessarily 3-connected.

Let G be a k-convnected graph (k ~3).
a

graph

HE.&

If G is not contractible to

=Ekl UEiL2,

6 is a k-cormecte

grape

(k 23)

and &(63)<

k - 1, &err G is

Corollary 4 is t e case s -I 1 of t e fol~~w~~~grestlIt of Lesnrak.
p 3 3, a3
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6

‘G,

G2
Fig. 2. II,--i?

.

The set Ek is lproperiy contained Jn the se1 /& defined in Theorem 3. E3, for
example, consists1 of 13 of the 16 graphs in L ,; the elements of 3 not in E3 are
depicted in Fig. 2.
The wheel WY1does :lot satisfy the condil: or IJf Corollary 4, since &( W,) =
K( \V7) = 3. However,
WT cannot be contra{. .crd to an element of ES, so it is
I-Hamiltonian
by Theork m 4. This shows hat for 1-Hamiltonian graphs the
contraction theorem again is more general th; r its corollary in terms of PO and K,
in contrast with the conjectt.red
equivalence ( f the corresponding theorems for
Hamiltonian connected czaphs. Note in this c 11,!evt that W, is contractible to the
@3pl;
G,E
D3
(see Fig. 2).
The proof of Theorem 4 does not generaliz 6 t3 proofs of analogous contraction
theorems concerning k-connected
s-Hamil I 3 -;ian graphs with bGs s + 2. One
would expect the opposite, since Corollary 4 _~t:neralizes to Theorem C.

Section 1 iit was shown that in statinl ‘Theorem 1 the set A,, cannot be
reduced to contam only k-connected
gra 1~ Analogously one proves that
Theorems 2, 3 and 4 cannot be sharpened in his :;ense either. In othe:r words, the
sets BL, D, and Ek generally must contain $1’~bhs of connectivity less than k too.
Less extreme reductions of the sets Ak, &, D snd Ek have not been iinvestigated,
but may well be possible. As a consequence
il sjmrpenecl version of Theorem 3
might be proved to be actually more powi r ‘ul than Corollary C, while in its
present form it presumably is not (Conjectu, e 1).
We have stated four contrac.!ion theorerns r d proved one of them. ks a matter
of fact, the proof of Theorem 1 was already ; ven in 1976 by Cohe t and Hoede
,‘3]. The proofs of the other three are avail’ab : in a more elaborate ~r;ion of this
amiltonlike notio I for which contraction theorems
n be derived is u: 1.kely to be exhausted with the four
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